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Abstract. Norms have been promoted as a coordination mechanism for
controlling agent behaviours in open MAS. Thus, agent platforms must
provide normative support, allowing both norm-aware and non normaware agents to take part in MAS controlled by norms. In this paper,
the most relevant proposals on the definition of norm enforcement mechanisms have been analysed. These proposals present several drawbacks
that make them unsuitable for open MAS. In response to these problems, this paper describes a new Norm-Enforcing Architecture aimed at
controlling open MAS.

1

Introduction

One of the main applications of Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) is its usage for supporting large scale open distributed systems. These systems are characterized by
the heterogeneity of their participants; their limited trust; a high uncertainty;
and the existence of individual goals that might be in conﬂict [2]. In these scenarios, norms are conceived as an eﬀective mechanism for achieving coordination
and ensuring social order.
This paper points out the main deﬁciencies and drawbacks of current platforms and infrastructures when supporting norms. With the aim of enforcing
norms in open MAS, in this paper a Norm-Enforcing Architecture is proposed.
Speciﬁcally, our Norm-Enforcing Architecture has been integrated into the Magentix platform1 . The Magentix platform allows the management of open MAS
in a secure and optimized way. Its main objective is to bring agent technology
to real domains: business, industry, e-commerce, among others. This goal entails
the development of more robust and eﬃcient mechanisms for enforcing norms
that control these complex applications.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains the analysis of the
main proposals on norm enforcement; Section 3 describes brieﬂy the Magentix
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platform; Section 4 describes the proposed Norm-Enforcing Architecture; and,
ﬁnally, Section 5 contains a conclusion and future works.

2

Related Work

In general, norms represent an eﬀective tool for regulating the actions of software agents and the interactions among them. Most of proposals on norms for
controlling MAS tackle this issue from a theoretical perspective [5,25]. However,
there are also works on norms from a computational point of view. These approaches are focused on giving a computational interpretation to norms in order
to use them in the execution of MAS applications. Thus, they illustrate how
MAS platforms and infrastructures can be extended to implement norms, given
that the internal states of agents are not accessible. Therefore, norms cannot
be imposed as agent’s beliefs or goals, but they must be implemented in the
platforms by means of control mechanisms [18].
These control mechanisms are classiﬁed into two categories [18]: regimentation
and enforcement mechanisms. Regimentation mechanisms consist on making the
violation of norms impossible by mediating the resources and the communication
channel, as in case of the Electronic Institutions (EI) [13]. However, the regimentation of all actions can be not only diﬃcult or impossible, but also sometimes
it is preferable to allow agents to violate norms [7]. In response to this, the enforcement mechanisms are applied after the detection of the violation of a norm,
reacting upon it.
Proposals on the enforcement of norms can be classiﬁed according to the
entities that are in charge of observing norm compliance. There are proposals
in which those agents involved by an interaction are responsible for monitoring
norms. In these approaches, agents evaluate subjectively to their interaction
partners. In accordance with this evaluation, agents may punish or reward their
partners [4] or they may start a grievance procedure [9].
If there are agents not directly involved by an interaction that are capable of
observing it, then they would be also capable of forming an own image about the
interacting participants. Moreover, these evaluations or reputations may be exchanged. Thus, agents are persuaded to obey norms because their non-normative
behaviour can be observed by others. In this case, the society as a whole acts as
norm enforcer [24]. These non-compliant agents might be even excluded from the
society [11]. The role of emotions in the social enforcement [12] is also interesting.
For example, the work described in [14] models the emotion-based enforcement
of norms in agent societies. In this approach, the whole society observes compliance of norms and generates social emotions such as contempt or disgust, in
case of norm violation; and admiration or gratefulness, in case of norm compliant
behaviour. In the same way, agents observe the expression of these emotions and
are also able to generate emotions such as shame or satisfaction in response. The
main drawback of these proposals is the fact that the infrastructure does not
oﬀer support for enforcing norms. Thus, the norm monitoring and reaction to violations must be implemented by agent programmers at user level. In this sense,
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agent programmers are responsible for watching over norm compliance. Even if
the infrastructure provides authority entities that act as arbiters or judges in
grievance processes, agents must be endowed with capabilities for both detecting
of norm violations and participating in these dispute resolution processes.
Usually, normative agent platforms provide entities that are in charge of both
observing and enforcing norms. The work contained in [20] proposes a distributed
enforcement mechanism in which each agent has an interface that sends legal
messages and enforces obligations. One of the main drawbacks of this proposal
is the fact norms can be only expressed in terms of messages sent or received by
a single agent; i.e., this framework does not support the deﬁnition of norms that
aﬀect an agent as a consequence of a message independently sent by another
agent. This problem is solved by Gaertner et al. in [17]. In this work, Gaertner
et al. propose a distributed architecture for enforcing norms in EI. Speciﬁcally,
dialogical actions performed by agents are taken into account by the normative
level; i.e., a higher level in which norm reasoning and management processes
are performed in a distributed manner. Norms only control the illocutions performed by agents, whereas non-illocutive actions and states of aﬀairs cannot
be controlled by this approach. Modgil et al. propose in [21] a general architecture for monitoring norm-governed systems. In particular, this architecture
takes an overhearing approach; i.e., all messages exchanged among agents are
observed and processed. Thus, it is a two layer architecture in which observers
(i.e., the lower layer) are capable of reporting to monitors (i.e., the higher layer)
on states of interest relevant to the activation, fulﬁlment, violation and expiration of norms. In this paper, we also propose a two layer approach to norm
enforcement. However, in our approach the reasoning about norm enforcement
is performed in the two layers whereas in the proposal of Modgil et al. the reasoning process is performed only by monitors. Moreover, our proposal takes as a
reference a trace event system based on a publish/subscription procedure (this
trace event system is explained in Section 3.1). It reduces appreciably the number of messages exchanged in the platform for controlling norms. Finally, the
proposal of Modgil et al. does not give any detail of how the monitoring and observation levels can be dynamically distributed into a set of coordinated entities
in response to a changing environment.
There are also works that use a mixed approach for controlling norms [10,19].
Thus, they propose the use of regimentation mechanisms for ensuring compliance
with norms that preserve the integrity of the application. Moreover, institutional
enforcement is also used for controlling norms that cannot be regimented due to
the fact that they are not veriﬁable or their violation may be desirable. In these
two proposals only the norms controlling access to the platform are controlled
whereas other problem domain norms are not automatically controlled.
As being illustrated by this section, existing proposals that provide support
to norm-enforcing present some drawbacks that make them unsuitable for controlling norms in open MAS. In summary, the most important requirements for
norm-enforcing architectures are:
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– Automatic Enforcement. It must provide support for the detection of
norm violations and the application of remedial mechanisms. It implies that
agents can trust the enforcement system that will sanction their partners if
they behave dishonestly. Moreover, the enforcement architecture must provide normative information in order to allow norm-aware agents to realise
that they or other agents have violated a norm. Thus, agents are persuaded
to obey norms not only by a material system of sanctions but also since
their non-normative behaviour can be observed by others, which may reject
to interact with them in the future.
– Control of general norms. It must control complex and general norms.
Thus, it must allow the deﬁnition and management of norms that control
not only the messages exchanged among agents but also other actions carried
out by agents. In addition, it must support the enforcement of norms that
control states of aﬀairs. Finally, it must bring the possibility of controlling
norms that are deﬁned in terms of actions and states of aﬀairs that occur
independently (e.g., actions that are performed by diﬀerent agents).
– Dynamic. Dynamic situations may cause norms to lose their validity or to
need to be adapted. Thus, norm-enforcing mechanisms should provide solutions to open MAS in which the set of norms evolves along time. Moreover, it
must provide support for the enforcement of unforeseen norms that control
activities and actions that are deﬁned on-line.
– Eﬃcient, Distributed and Robust. Finally, enforcement mechanisms
must bring the possibility of performing this task in a distributed way. Therefore, they must be unlikely to fail. Thus, this distributed architecture must
be capable of operating quickly and eﬀectively in an organized way.
With the aim of meeting these requirements, we propose in Section 4 a NormEnforcing Architecture for controlling norms in the Magentix platform. Thus,
the Norm-Enforcing Architecture takes as basis the organization and interaction
support oﬀered by Magentix. Next, the Magentix platform is brieﬂy described.

3

The Magentix Platform

Magentix is an agent platform for open MAS in which heterogeneous agents
interact and organize themselves into Virtual Organizations (VO) [16]. Thus, it
provides support at two levels:
– Organization level. Magentix provides access to the organizational infrastructure [1] through a set of services included on two main components:
the Service Facilitator [26], which is a service manager that registers services provided by entities and facilitates service discovering for potential
clients; and the Organization Management System (OMS) [10], which is in
charge of VO management, taking control of their underlying structure, the
roles played by the agents and registering the norms that govern the system
behaviour.
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– Interaction level. Magentix provides support to: agent communication, supporting asynchronous reliable message exchanges and facilitating the interoperability between heterogeneous entities; agent conversations [15], which
are automated Interaction Protocols; tracing service support [6], which allows agents in a MAS to share information in an indirect way by means of
trace events; and, ﬁnally, Magentix incorporates a security module [3] that
provides features regarding security, privacy, openness and interoperability.
Norms deﬁne what is considered as permitted, forbidden or obliged in an abstract
way. However, norm compliance must be controlled considering the actions and
messages exchanged among agents at the interaction level. The Norm-Enforcing
Architecture proposed in this paper tries to ﬁll the gap between the organizational level, at which norms are stored by the OMS; and the interaction level,
at which actions and communications between agents can be traced. Next, the
Tracing Service Support and the register of norms, provided by the OMS, are
described in more detail.
3.1

Tracing Service Support

In order to facilitate indirect communication (i.e., indirect ways of interaction
and coordination), Magentix provides Tracing Service Support [6]. This service
is based on the publish/subscribe software pattern, which allows subscribers
to ﬁlter events attending to some attributes (content-based ﬁltering), so that
agents only receive the information they are interested in and only requested
information is transmitted. In addition, security policies deﬁne what entities are
authorized to receive some speciﬁc events. These tracing facilities are provided
by a set of components named Trace Manager (TM).
A trace event or event is a piece of data representing an action, message exchange or situation that has taken place during the execution of an agent or any
other component of the MAS. Generic events, which represent application independent information, are instrumented within the code of the platform. In addition, application events are domain information generated by agents, artefacts or
aggregations of agents. An event e is deﬁned as a tuple T ype, T ime, Origin, Data
where: T ype is a constant that represents the nature of the information represented by the trace event; T ime is a numeric constant that indicates the global
time at which the event was generated; Origin is a constant that identiﬁes the
entity that has generated the event; and Data contains extra attached data required for interpreting the event. Trace events can be processed or even combined
in order to generate compound trace events, which can be used to represent more
complex information.
There can be three types of tracing entities (i.e., those elements of the system
capable of generating and/or receiving events): agents, artefacts or aggregations
of agents. Any tracing entity of the system is provided with a mail box for receiving or delivering events (EIn and Eout ). In this sense, entities that want to
receive certain trace events request the subscription to these events to the TM
by adding an event template to their subscription template list (Sub). An event
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template is a tuple T ype, Origin, Data where: T ype, Origin and Data are the
ﬁltering speciﬁed criteria.
3.2

Organization Management System (OMS)

The Organization Management System (OMS) [10] is responsible for the management of VO and their constituent entities. In order to allow this management,
the OMS provides a set of services classiﬁed in: structural services, which comprise services for adding/deleting norms (RegisterNorm and DeregisterNorm services), adding/deleting roles and groups; informative services, that provide
information of the current state of the organization; and dynamic services,
which allow agents to enact/leave roles inside VOs (AcquireRole and LeaveRole
services). Moreover, agents can be forced to leave a speciﬁc role (Expulse service).
When the OMS provides successfully any of these services, then it generates an
event for informing about the changes produced in the VO.
The RegisterN orm/DeregisterN orm services allow entities to modify the
norms that are in force (i.e., that are applicable) within the VO. In particular,
a norm is deﬁned as a conditional rule that deﬁnes under which conditions obligation, permission and prohibition instances should be created [23]. A norm is
deﬁned as a tuple n = id : D, T, A, E, C, S, R where: id is the norm identiﬁer;
D ∈ {F , O} is the deontic modality of the norm, F represents prohibition and
O represents obligation; T is the target of the norm, the role to which the norm
is addressed; A is the norm activation condition, it deﬁnes under which circumstances the norm is active and must be instantiated; E is the norm expiration
condition that determines when the norm expires and no longer aﬀects agents;
C represents the action or state of aﬀairs that is forbidden or obliged; S and
R describe the sanctioning and rewarding actions that will be carried out in
case of norm violation or fulﬁlment, respectively. This work takes a closed world
assumption where everything is considered as permitted by default. Therefore,
permissions are not considered in this paper, since they can be deﬁned as normative operators that invalidate the activation of an obligation or prohibition. As
previously argued, our Norm-Enforcing Architecture builds on the event tracing
approach to monitoring. Thus, all the norm conditions (i.e., A, E and C) are
expressed in term of events.
Once the activation condition of a norm holds; i.e., the activation event is
detected, then it becomes active and norm instances (or instances for short),
according to the possible groundings of the activation condition, must be created.
Given a perceived event e, a norm n = id : D, T, A, E, C, S, R is instantiated
into an instance i = id : D, T, E  , C  , S  , R  where: there is a substitution σ
such as e = σ(A); C  = σ(C); E  = σ(E); S  = σ(S); and R = σ(R).
From that moment on, a new instance is created and all agents playing the
target role are under its inﬂuence. Thus, a normative power (or power for short)
represents the control over a concrete agent that is playing the target role of an
instance. Thus, a power is deﬁned as a tuple p = id : D, T, AgentID, C, S, R, W 
where: id, D, T, C, S, R are deﬁned as in case of instances; AgentID is a constant
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that identiﬁes the agent aﬀected by the power; and W is a boolean constant that
expresses if C has been detected or not (i.e., if the event C has been received).
The next section describes the Norm-Enforcing Architecture proposed in this
paper. It is a two layer architecture formed by: a higher level responsible of detecting the instantiation of norms; and a lower level in charge of enforcing powers
on agents. Thus, the operational semantics of norms, instances and powers (i.e.,
how they are created, deleted, fulﬁlled and violated) is explained below.

4

Norm-Enforcing Architecture

The main purpose of the architecture described in this section is to endow the
Magentix platform with a norm enforcing framework that is capable of controlling norms in open applications in which unforeseen scenarios may occur. For this
reason, this Norm-Enforcing Architecture has been distributed into two layers.
In particular, the higher layer is formed by Norm Manager (NM) entities that
control all processes related with the creation and elimination of both norms and
instances. The lower layer is formed by Norm Enforcing (NE) entities that are
responsible for controlling the agents’ behaviours. Next, the NM and NE entities
are described in detail.
4.1

Norm Manager

The Norm Manager (NM) is responsible for determining what norms are active
(i.e., have been instantiated) in a given moment. Algorithm 1 illustrates pseudocode of the control loop performed by the NM. Each time the NM receives
an event (e), then it handles the event according to the event type. Mainly, the
NM carries out a process that can be divided into two diﬀerentiated tasks: norm
management and instance management. Thus, the NM maintains a list (N ) that
contains all norms that have been registered in Magentix and a list (I) that
contains all instances that remain active at a given moment.
Norm Management. In order to maintain the norm list, the NM subscribes to
those events sent by the OMS related to the creation and deletion of norms (i.e.,
RegisterN orm and DeregisterN orm events). Thus, any time the NM receives
an event informing about the creation of a new norm, then it adds this norm
into its norm list and subscribes to the event that activates the norm (i.e., it
adds the event template A, −, − to its subscription list Sub).
When a norm is deregistered, then the NM removes it from its norm list.
Moreover, it removes all instances that have been created out of this norm. For
each one of these deleted instances, the NM unsubscribes from the expiration
event (i.e., it removes the template E  , −, − from Sub) and generates an event
for informing about the deletion of the instance (i.e., a N ormDeletion event is
sent through the event sending box).
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Instance Management. Once the activation event of a norm is received (i.e.,
matches(e, A)), then the NM instantiates the norm (i.e., instantiation(e, n)) and
adds it to the instance list. At this moment, the NM subscribes to the expiration
event and informs about the activation of the norm (i.e., the InstanceActivation
event is sent by the NM).
Similarly, when the NM receives the expiration event of any instance (i.e.,
matches(e, E)), then it removes it from the instance list, unsubscribes from
the expiration event and informs about the expiration of this instance (i.e., the
InstanceExpiration is sent by the NM).
Initially, there is a single NM registered in the Magentix platform. However,
the NM is capable of simple adaptation behaviours (i.e., replication and death)
in response to changing situations. For example, before the NM collapses (i.e.,
its event reception box is full), it might replicate itself and remove its subscription to the RegisterN orm event. Thus, the new NM would be responsible for
controlling the activation of the new norms. Similarly, if the NM reaches a state
in which it has no norm to control and it is not the last NM subscribed to
the RegisterN orm event, then it removes itself. These replication and death
mechanisms are a simple example that illustrates how the higher layer of the
Norm-Enforcing Architecture can be dynamically distributed into several NMs.
However, the deﬁnition of more elaborated procedures for adapting dynamically
to changing environments [22] is a complex issue beyond the scope of this paper.
4.2

Norm Enforcer

The Norm Enforcer (NE) is responsible for controlling agent behaviours. Thus, it
detects violations and fulﬁlments of norms, and reacts upon it by sanctioning or
rewarding agents. Algorithm 2 illustrates the control loop executed by the NE.
As illustrated by this algorithm, the NE maintains a list (I) with the instances
that hold in a given moment. Thus, it subscribes to the events sent by the NM
that inform about the activation and expiration of instances, and deletion of
norms. Besides that, the NE is also in charge of controlling agents aﬀected by
the instances. Thus, it maintains a list P that contains all powers that have been
created out of the instances. In order to determine what agents are controlled by
these instances, it also maintains a list (RE) containing information about role
enactment (i.e., the set of roles that each agent is playing at a given moment).
In order to update this list, the NE subscribes to the events sent by the OMS
that inform about the fact that an agent has acquired or left a role (AcquireRole
and LeaveRole events). In addition, the NE also subscribes to the Expel event,
which informs about the fact that a particular agent has been forced to leave a
role as a disciplinary measure.
As in case of the NM, the NE starts by retrieving an event from its event
reception box. Then, diﬀerent operations are performed according to the type
of the event that has been received. In concrete, the NE carries out a process
that can be divided into three diﬀerent activities: role enactment management,
instance management and observation of behaviours.
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Algorithm 1. Norm Manager Control Loop
Require: Event reception box EIn
Require: Event sending box EOut
Require: Subscription list Sub
Require: RegisterN orm, OM S, − in Sub
Require: DeregisterN orm, OM S, − in Sub
Require: Norm list N
Require: Instance list I
1: while EIn is not empty do
2:
Retrieve e from head of EIn // e = T ype, T ime, Origin, Data
//Norm Management
3:
if T ype = RegisterN orm then // Data = id : D, T, A, E, C, S, R
4:
Add Data to N
5:
Add A, −, − to Sub
6:
end if
7:
if T ype = DeregisterN orm and Data in N then // Data = id :
D, T, A, E, C, S, R
8:
Remove Data from N
9:
Remove A, −, − from Sub
10:
for all i in I do // i = id : D , T  , E  , C  , S  , R 
11:
if id = id then
12:
Remove i from I
13:
Remove E  , −, − from Sub
14:
Add N ormDeletion, N M, id : D , T  , E  , C  , S  , R  to EOut
15:
end if
16:
end for
17:
end if
//Instance Management
18:
for all n in N do // n = id : D, T, A, E, C, S, R
19:
if matches(e, A) then // the norm is active
20:
i = instantiation(e, n) // i is an instance
21:
if i not in I then
22:
Add i to I
23:
Add InstanceActivation, N M, i to EOut
24:
Add A, −, − to Sub
25:
end if
26:
end if
27:
end for
28:
for all i in I do // i = id : D, T, E, C, S, R
29:
if matches(e, E) then
30:
Remove i from I
31:
Remove E, −, − from Sub
32:
Add InstanceExpiration, N M, i to EOut
33:
end if
34:
end for
35: end while
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Algorithm 2. Norm Enforcer Control Loop
Require: Event reception box EIn
Require: Event sending box EOut
Require: Subscription list Sub
Require: N ormDeletion, N M, − in Sub
Require: InstanceActivation, N M, − in Sub
Require: InstanceExpiration, N M, − in Sub
Require: AcquireRole, OM S, − in Sub
Require: LeaveRole, OM S, − in Sub
Require: Expel, OM S, − in Sub
Require: Instance list I
Require: Power list P
Require: Role enactment list RE
1: while EIn is not empty do
2:
Retrieve e from EIn // e = T ype, T ime, Origin, Data
... // Role enactment management
... // Instance management
... // Observation of Behaviour
66: end while

Role Enactment Management. Algorithm 3 illustrates pseudocode corresponding to the role enactment management process. Speciﬁcally, if the OMS
informs that an agent (AgentID) has acquired a new role (RoleID), then the
NE updates the role enactment list. Moreover, the list of instances is also checked
for determining what of the instances aﬀect the RoleID. For each one of these
instances, the NE creates a new power addressed to the agent identiﬁed by
AgentID. In addition, the NE subscribes to the event expressed in the norm
condition in order to be aware of the fulﬁlment or violation of this norm (i.e., it
adds the event template C, AgentID, − to the subscription list Sub).
On the contrary, if the OMS informs that an agent is not longer playing a
role, then the role enactment list is updated . Similarly, all powers that aﬀect
the AgentID as a consequence of being playing RoleID are removed. Therefore,
the NE does not have to observe the norm condition and unsubscribes from this
event. Finally, if any agent leaves a role voluntarily (i.e., the LeaveRole event
is received) before fulﬁlling its pending obligations, then it will be sanctioned
(i.e., the NE would perform the sanctioning action S). Moreover, the NE would
inform about the fact that an agent has been sanctioned for non-compliance
with an obligation (i.e., the Sanction event is sent through the EOut box).
Instance Management. This process is contained in Algorithm 4. If the NE is
informed by the NM the creation of a new instance (i.e., the InstanceActivation
event is received), then the NE updates its instance list and creates new powers
for controlling all agents that are playing the target role at this moment. The
watch condition (W ) of the new powers is initially set to false. Thus, for each
one of the new powers the NE starts to observe indirectly norm compliance by
subscribing to the event C.
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Algorithm 3. Role Enactment Management
3: if T ype = AcquireRole then // Data is a pair (AgentID, RoleID)
4:
Add Data to RE
5:
for all i in I do // i = id : D, T, E, C, S, R
6:
if T = RoleID then
7:
Add id : D, T, AgentID, C, S, R, false to P
8:
Add C, AgentID, − to Sub
9:
end if
10:
end for
11: end if
12: if T ype = LeaveRole or T ype = Expel then // Data is a pair
(AgentID, RoleID)
13:
Remove Data from RE
14:
for all p in P do // p = id : D, T, A, C, S, R, W 
15:
if T = RoleID and A = AgentID then
16:
Remove p from P
17:
Remove C, AgentID, − from Sub
18:
if D = O and W = F alse and T ype = LeaveRole then
19:
Perform S// against AgentID
20:
Add Sanction, N E, V iolated(id, AgentID) to EOut
21:
end if
22:
end if
23:
end for
24: end if

If an instance has no longer eﬀect (i.e., the InstanceExpiration or N ormDeletion events is perceived), then the NE updates the instance list and removes all
powers created out of this instance. An instance becomes ineﬀective whenever
the expiration condition hold or the norm that has given rise to it has been
abolished. In the ﬁrst case (i.e., the InstanceExpiration event is received), the
agent is responsible for fulﬁlling the norm. Thus, if the instance obliges an agent
to reach some state of aﬀairs (e.g., the agent is obliged to perform an action)
and this state has not been observed yet (i.e., the watch condition W is false),
then the agent will be sanctioned. On the contrary, if the agent is prohibited to
reach some situation and the forbidden state has not been observed (i.e., W is
false) then the agent will be rewarded. Finally, if an instance becomes ineﬀective
due to the deletion of a norm, then the agent is not responsible for the fulﬁlment
of the norm and enforcement actions are not performed.
Observation of Behaviours. This functionality is implemented by Algorithm
5. The NE checks for each one of the powers if the C event has been detected (i.e.,
matches(e, C)). If it is the case, then the power is updated. The watch condition
is registered as true indicating that the norm condition has been perceived.
Next, enforcement actions are performed according to the deontic modality of the
power. For example, if the power is an obligation then the obligation is considered
as fulﬁlled (i.e., the power is deleted from P ) and the agent is rewarded. Similarly,
if it is a prohibition then the agent will be sanctioned.
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Algorithm 4. Instance Management
25: if T ype = InstanceActivation then // Data = id : D, T, E, C, S, R
26:
Add Data to I
27:
for all (AgentID, RoleID) in RE do
28:
if RoleID = T then
29:
Add id : D, T, AgentID, C, S, R, false to P
30:
Add C, AgentID, − to Sub
31:
end if
32:
end for
33: end if
34: if (T ype = InstanceExpiration or T ype = N ormDeletion) and Data in I then
// Data = id : D, T, E, C, S, R
35:
Delete Data from I
36:
for all p in P do // p = id : D, T, AgentID, C, S, R, W 
37:
if id = id then
38:
Remove p from P
39:
Remove C, AgentID, − from Sub
40:
if T ype = InstanceExpiration then // The agent is responsible for norm
fulfilment
41:
if W = false and D = O then // The obligation had not been fulfilled
before it has expired
42:
Perform S// against AgentID
43:
Add Sanction, N E, V iolated(id, AgentID) to EOut
44:
end if
45:
if W = false and D = F then // The prohibition had been observed
46:
Perform R// in favour of AgentID
47:
Add Reward, N E, F ulf illed(id, AgentID) to EOut
48:
end if
49:
end if
50:
end if
51:
end for
52: end if
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As in case of the NM, the lower level of the Norm-Enforcing Architecture
has been described as it was formed by a single entity. However, this layer may
be formed by a set of specialized NEs. For example, the set of instances can be
distributed among NEs according to the target role. Thus, each NE is responsible
for controlling actions in which a speciﬁc set of roles is involved. It is also possible
to specialize NE for controlling a speciﬁc group of agents independently of the
roles that they play. Finally, it is also possible the dynamic adaptation of the
amount of NEs by performing cloning and self-deletion operations.

Algorithm 5. Observation of Behaviours
53: for all p in P do // p = id : D, T, AgentID, C, S, R, W 
54:
if matches(e, C) then
55:
Remove p from P
56:
if D = F then // The prohibition has been violated
57:
Add id : D, T, AgentID, C, S, R, true to P
58:
Perform S// against AgentID
59:
Add Sanction, N E, V iolated(id, AgentID) to EOut
60:
else // The obligation has been fulfilled and it expires
61:
Perform R// in favour of AgentID
62:
Add Reward, N E, F ulf illed(id, AgentID) to EOut
63:
Remove C, AgentID, − from Sub
64:
end if
65:
end if
66: end for

5

Conclusions and Future Works

In this paper, we have described a Norm-Enforcing Architecture considering
the facilities provided by the Magentix platform. The main aim of this NormEnforcing Architecture is to overcome problems of existing proposals on norm
enforcement. Thus, the requirements taken into account by our proposal are:
– Automatic Enforcement. Our proposal enforces norms providing support
to those agents that are not endowed with normative reasoning capabilities.
In addition, the generation of events for informing about sanctions and rewards allows norm-aware agents to use this information for selecting the
most suitable interaction partners.
– Control of general norms. Our deﬁnition of norm is based on notion
of event. An event represents an action, message exchange or situation that
has taken place during the execution of any tracing entity (i.e., an agent,
aggregation of agents or an artefact). Thus, norms are deﬁned in terms of
events that can be generated independently by diﬀerent tracing entities.
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– Dynamic. Magentix allows the dynamic modiﬁcation of norms. Moreover,
new event types can be dynamically deﬁned at run time. Accordingly, our
proposal has been designed taking into account the possibility that norms
and events can be created or deleted on-line.
– Eﬃcient, Distributed and Robust. Finally, our Norm-Enforcing Architecture is build upon a trace event system, which provides support for indirect communication in a more eﬃcient way than overhearing approaches.
Besides that, we have provided a preliminary solution to the adaptation of
the architecture in response to situations in which the number of agents or
norms to be controlled dramatically changes.
As future work, we plan to deal with complex scenarios in which there are norms
whose violation cannot be directly observed, since they regulate situations that
take place out of the institution boundaries. Or even more, norms can be interpreted ambiguously. This entails the development of intelligent and proactive
norm-enforcing entities (i.e., agents) [8] endowed with capabilities for applying
techniques such as negotiation or conﬂict resolution procedures.
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